Moths To a Flame
Crowdfunder Rewards
Adopt a solar panel £30

Just in time for Christmas, show you care about the
climate emergency by becoming part of Plymouth's very
own Solar System! You'll adopt a solar panel at the
community owned array in Ernesettle. You'll receive a
certificate by post and by email and help to take
Plymouth's message for climate action to World Leaders
at COP26.

Recycled acrylic Moth pin badge £10
Show your support to Moths to a Flame with
your very own hand-made, recycled acrylic pin
badge. Pictured here on the left.

Illustrated children's book £15
Follow Marny the moth's story and explore our
relationship with energy. The book includes an augmented
reality colouring sheet and instructions so you can make a
digital moth too for the installation. Pictured here on the
right.

Moth home craft pack £20
Everything you need to make your very own glow in the
dark moth to join the installation for COP 26. Pictured here
on the left.

Etched glass Moth coaster £30
A glass coaster etched with a beautiful
moth design. Each one will be slightly
different, giving you a unique coaster to go
with your morning coffee. As pictured here
on the right.

Moth catching night £35
One place at Plymouth Energy Community's private moth
catching night, with a moth expert. It will take place at the
Ernesettle solar array, in Spring/Summer 2021! Friday
evening with Saturday morning reveal.

Original cyanotype Moth artwork
by Naomi Wright £45
Created using the sun, an original artwork
by artist Naomi Wright. Each artwork is
unique. Size: A5. Pictured on the right.

Make your mark, add to a solar
artwork at COP26 £60
Paint your moth design on glass to be
used in a collaborative solar artwork that
will power the installation. There will be a
supporting zoom workshop to help deliver
this. Image on the left shows an example
of a beautiful collaborative solar artwork.

Signed Matt Harvey
'Moths to a Flame' poem £55
A limited edition, signed original poem
'Moths to a Flame' by Matt Harvey. Printed
on vellum.

Original oak gall Moth painting
by Chloe Uden £70
An original moth painting by artist Chloe
Uden. The ink in the image is made from
natural oak galls collected by the artist.
Size: A5. Pictured here on the left.

2 tickets to the preview night
of Moths to a Flame £80
Join PEC and Art and Energy Collective in
Plymouth, in October 2021, for a preview
of Moths to a Flame. Includes canapes and
drinks.

Etched glass Moth lantern £100
A limited edition hand made, etched glass
moth lantern for your home. Pictured
here on the left.

Sponsor a school class Moth Day
Early bird rate £200, standard rate £250
Sponsor a school class to hold a Moth Day in 2021. We'll
provide crafting activities, the loan of a flat-pack moth trap
and even a zoom call with 'moth-ers'.

Solar art workshop - make and
take home your piece £200
Join the solar art pioneers and learn how to make
a working solar artwork that illuminates at night.
Workshops will take place in spring 2021. We will
email a voucher to be redeemed once the dates
are announced. Take your renewables
masterpiece home!

Own an exclusive 'Dawn
Breaks's solar artwork £1,000
Be one of a select few to own an exclusive
original 'Dawn Breaks' solar artwork, made
by renewable art pioneer Chloe Uden. See
the beautiul piece pictured on the right.

Join Moths to a Flame in
Glasgow for COP26 £5,000
A pair of tickets to join us as guests of
honour at an exclusive champagne
launch of Moths to a Flame in Glasgow,
November 2021, for COP26.

www.crowdfunder.co.uk/moths-to-a-flame-pec

